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         Saturn In Telescope – Guide To Observing Saturn [In 2022]
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  Even if all you have is a basic telescope, Saturn is one of the best celestial objects you can find in the night sky. If you wish to embark on a journey and spot Saturn in your telescope, look no further! Read on for a comprehensive guide and some handy tips we can use to … Read more
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     Earth, Sun, And Moon [All You Need To Know]
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  From our point of view, Earth, Sun, and Moon have a major impact on our existence. The ground beneath our feet is the planet Earth. The celestial object that provides us warmth and light and allows life to thrive is the Sun. Lastly, the beautiful disc in the night sky that generates tides is the … Read more
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     Phases of the Moon [All You Need To Know]
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  There are times when you see a full moon in the sky and there are times when it’s incomplete. Every now and then, there’s no moon in the sky too. And while, as a child, you might have had theories about the moon being swallowed, you now know that it’s just the different moon phases. … Read more
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     How Big Are The Stars? [You’ll Be Surprised]
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  The night sky is painted with so many stars of so many different sizes. There are some that stand out in the dark sky because of their size compared to others, while others look like mere dots. What is their actual size? How big are stars? This article will delve into details about stars and … Read more
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     What’s The Hottest Planet In Our Solar System? [Not The Sun]
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  Have you ever wondered which planets are the hottest? Scientists have been exploring and gathering data on other planets as well over the past several decades to understand them better. But do we know for sure which is the hottest planet in the solar system and how hot it is? What makes it so hot … Read more
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     What Is A White Hole? [White Hole vs Black Hole]
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  We talk and hear a lot about black holes. If you think about it, the whole movie Interstellar, came to life inside that black hole. And that’s something no human has ever even done. We know that Stephen Hawking has been working on some of those theories for a while. And he has thoughts about … Read more
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     Elliptical Orbits: All You Need To Know
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  The planets tend to orbit around the Sun in what seems like circular or spherical shapes. However, most planets tend to have an elliptical orbit on which they course around the Sun. You can go through some important information about elliptical orbits here. Elliptical Orbits: Short Summary Elliptical orbits fall under the broader Kepler orbits, which have … Read more
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     What Is Luminosity? [Easy Explanation]
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  Stars are considered luminous objects. When astronomers mention the brightness of a celestial body, they do so in terms of luminosity. But what exactly is luminosity? This article will give you an easy explanation of luminosity and luminous objects. Ready? Let’s dive in! What Is Luminosity? The term luminosity is used to express how bright … Read more
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     How Far Is Venus? And How Long To Travel There?
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  Also known as the morning and evening star, Venus is the closest planet to Earth and is the brightest object in the sky, other than the sun and moon. And, if you’re wondering how far away is Venus from Earth, read this article to know more. Ready? Let’s get started… How Far Is Venus: Short Summary … Read more
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     How Much Does A Good Telescope Cost? [In 2022]
  September 8, 2022 by JOC Team 
      
  Whether you’re a beginner or an experienced astronomer, the most important instrument you need to view the objects beyond our planet and the solar system is a good telescope. A good quality telescope does not come cheap and when buying a telescope, you must ensure that you’re buying one that is perfect for your needs. So, … Read more
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